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SYNOPSIS:Â   Scientology essentials for every aspect of life. Basic answers that put you in charge

of your existence, truths to consult again and again: Is It Possible to Be Happy?, Two Rules for

Happy Living, Personal Integrity, The Anti-Social Personality and many more. In every part of this

book you will find Scientology truths that describe conditions in your life and exact ways to improve

them. FULL DESCRIPTION: Â Â  The materials of Scientology comprise the greatest accumulation

of knowledge ever assembled on the mind, spirit and life. Through more than a hundred books and

publications, thousands more articles and essays, and over 3,000 recorded lectures, the works of L.

Ron Hubbard embrace virtually every aspect of living. Here, then, is Scientology: A New Slant on

Life, containing a timeless selection of Mr. Hubbardâ€™s discoveries drawn from the full wealth of

his writings and each one presenting a broad, yet comprehensive overview of Scientology applied to

a specific aspect of existenceâ€”and, in combination, providing the panoramic overview of life itself.

Here are the answers to questions Man has sought through the ages; here are practical answers

you hoped could be found somewhere; here are answers that work. Â·Â Â Â Â Â Â Â Â  Is It

Possible to Be Happy?  Personal Integrity Manâ€™s Search for His Soul On Our Efforts for

Immortality The Eight Dynamics that comprise life itself The Affinity, Reality and Communication

Triangle providing the components for interpersonal relationships Handling the Confusions of the

Workaday World Marriage How to Live with Children What Is Greatness? The Two Rules for Happy

Living Anti-Social and Social Personalities The Third Party Law revealing the cause of conflict

Honesty and Ethics My Philosophy, L. Ron Hubbardâ€™s personal statement on what motivated his

lifeâ€™s work and the quest for Scientology  Here, then, are essentials for living, real solutions that

work in the here and now, truths to consult again and again.
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This was one of the first books I read on the subject of Scientology, along with Scientology: The

Fundamentals of Thought (English), they both gave me enought information on the subject of

Scientology, to determine it a something worth devoting my life to studying.Several Topics

Include:*Is It Possible to Be Happy?*Man's Search for His Soul*Two Rules for Happy

Living*Happiness and Interest*How to Live with Children*On Marriage*The Anatomy of

Failure*Confronting*Professionalism*Past, Present and Future*Playing the Game*Records of the

Mind Are Permanent*The Race Against Man's Savage Instincts*Justice*What Is Knowledge?*Man

from Mud*The Psychiatrist at Work*Honest People Have Rights, Too*What Is Greatness?I would

suggest this book to anyone who wants a peak inside the Scientology philosophy.

This book is so easy to understand ! I read Dianetics and it's not the easiest book to read, it requires

a lot of concentration. This book has short chapters, and everything I read just makes so much

sense. I think anyone should really read this book. If you're curious about Scientology, this is the

book that will give you answers for sure.

The new slant on life is one of my favorite books by Mr.Hubbard.It has such a pleasantly inspiring

way of explaining the simpletruths that make life worth living. If I am feeling out of sorts I start

reading this book and in no time at all I am feeling good again. I recommend you read this book and

keep it by your bedside to pick up frequently. The more I read it the more I like it. Few books are like

this. One's that are become classics to be handed down the generations. Our children need this

information. Don't miss out on the beautiful wisdom shared by one of this century's most admired

humanitarians.

The reason I bought this book is to participate in the extension programs that Scientology offers. I

find you get more out of books like this and can understand them better. I have also taken two other

courses as well and found them both interesting. This book is also a rewrite of a previous edition

and several correction were made so it is more easily understood. After reading most of the book I

find it most helpful in further explaining and answering questions about dianetics and scientology. I



feel it is one of their key books not to miss!!

This is the perfect book to read for inspiration. If you need to be uplifted then reading this book will

do the trick. It will help change your perspective on life to a healthier and more positive outlook.

Makes the perfect gift for someone who maybe struggling with depression, loss or grief.

This book is a great read; if you're looking for some simple answers to complex questions about life,

this is for you. Very well written and the layout of the book (in terms of print and so on) is very

professional and user friendly. Would recommend.

This is a great book for newcomers to Scientology and oldtimers alike. I use it all the time and often

refer my clients to it. You have heard much about Scientology. This is what it is really about, the

basic philosophy of it. You are in for some surprises. This is not philosophy one reads about in

college and forgets. This is very useful data about the basics of life that you can actually USE. I

challenge anyone to honestly read this, apply it and not have their lives markedly improve. I don't

think it can be done.Let me know what you get out of it.

This book really opens your eyes and give you so much information. You really step away from this

book with a new look at things and an understanding of life, it's quite powerful!
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